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============================================================================

Re:Dragon's Keep pt 2

Posted by Harneloot - 2012/06/26 11:00
_____________________________________

WOW - epic set-up!
How long did it take to run people through this?
============================================================================

Re:Dragon's Keep pt 2
Posted by jls304 - 2012/06/26 13:59

_____________________________________

I'm going to need a more pics of the keep and cavern sections....!
============================================================================

Re:Dragon's Keep pt 2

Posted by rydendragons - 2012/06/26 22:47
_____________________________________

Fantastic, set up.. that keep really looks dreadfully evil. I love the crfeature peeking out from under the
stairwell area, really caputures the moment of him there.
============================================================================
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Re:Dragon's Keep pt 2

Posted by Arcarius2001 - 2012/06/26 23:30
_____________________________________

Harneloot wrote:
WOW - epic set-up!
How long did it take to run people through this?
Thanks, Harneloot. I built this for my own enjoyment, not a game. We have a break in gaming for a few
weeks, so on our regular game night I just started tinkering around, seeing what I could build. I started at
the elevated old keep and worked down towards the temple (which I built the next night as by then the
Dragon's story started taking shape, so I needed a temple to make it work. Plus, that end of the table
seemed bare.
I may take some of the ideas from this for a later game or two.
============================================================================

Re:Dragon's Keep pt 2

Posted by Arcarius2001 - 2012/06/26 23:31
_____________________________________

rydendragons wrote:
Fantastic, set up.. that keep really looks dreadfully evil. I love the crfeature peeking out from under the
stairwell area, really caputures the moment of him there.
Thanks Rydendragons!
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